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Front Seat Net Pet Barrier™
Care & Use Guide
Thank you for purchasing the Solvit Products Front Seat Net Pet Barrier™. This barrier is designed for installation
behind the front seat in all vehicles with headrests.
WARNING: The mesh barrier is attached to a coiled metal frame which might “pop open” when removed from the
pouch - remove carefully in an open area. The pouch should contain the mesh barrier, support rod and 2 cinch straps.
Installation: To ease installation, consider raising each front seat head rest to clearly expose the metal headrest posts
(they can be returned to their normal position after installation). Allow the mesh barrier to “pop open” to its natural,
square shape. Assemble the support rod with the coupler between the two straight sections. Insert one end of the
support rod into the small “pocket” at the bottom edge of the barrier. While bending the support rod slightly, insert
the other end into the pocket at the top edge of the barrier.
Attach the swivel hooks from each cinch strap onto one of the fabric loops
sewn into the sides of the barrier. There are two loops on each side – most
vehicles will fit best using the lower loops. With the support rod on the
“front seat” side of the barrier, thread the cinch straps around the outer
headrest posts and loop back through the cinch rings. Tighten each cinch
strap so the barrier is centered between the two seats. If the barrier rides
too high, consider changing the swivel hooks to the upper fabric loops.
Install the Sta-Put™ tube in the front passenger seat by pushing the plastic
tube into the space between the seat back and seat bottom. Tighten the StaPut™ strap so the bottom edge of the barrier rests firmly against the back
of the seats and/or console (it might be necessary to hold the Sta-Put™ tube
in place when adjusting the strap). Tuck any extra strap material between
the seat cushions. The Sta-Put™ tube can be removed with a strong tug, but
should stay in place under normal conditions.
To “fold down” the barrier for storage,
remove the support rod, then while holding
the left and right sides, twist hands in opposite directions while bringing hands
together. The wire frame should form three concentric circles. Align the circles then
place barrier in the storage pouch. Handle carefully as the barrier can “pop open” if not
held in this stowed position.
Cleaning & Safety: Wipe with damp cloth or sponge and mild cleaner. No machine
wash. Never leave pets in vehicle unattended.
Warranty: The Front Seat Net Pet Barrier is warranted to be free from
defects in materials or workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the
date of purchase. A copy of the original sales receipt is required for warranty issues.
Solvit Products is dedicated to offering innovative solutions to improve pets’ quality of life. Please feel free to
contact us with and questions, comments, or warranty issues. Thank you for your purchase!
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